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Electrical Trades Program to Install Security Cameras
A project to install security cameras at NEC was originally set to be completed by Stanley
Security. Craig Paquin, Electrical Trades Instructor, was approached regarding having the class
install some cable runs to support the Stanley work. This led to a discussion about the possibility
of the class doing the entire installation. Tom Finnerty, Director of Management and Finance;
Charles LaBrake, Operations and Maintenance Coordinator; Kevin Kerr, NERIC; and Craig
Paquin met and reviewed the project last week. The installation will now move forward as an
Electrical Trades class project. With both inside and outside camera locations, connections to
computer switches and other technical work the project will provide a great experience for the
Electrical Trades students. While some initial work may occur in this school year, the bulk of the
installation will take place in 2015-16.
Scholarships
Each year, a number of scholarships are awarded to students completing FEH BOCES programs.
The scholarships include:
Kenneth R. and Kevin R. Reuhl Scholarship - $200
Awarded to an AEC CTE student whose life has been significantly influenced by
participation in the program.
Brook Lyon Scholarship - $2,500
Awarded to a senior Health Occupation student at NFEC who is pursuing a career in the
nursing field.
David J. and C. Sue DeSantis Scholarship - $500
Awarded to a senior New Vision student with an excellent record of community service.
The award rotates through the three New Vision programs.
Adirondack Chapter of NYS School Business Officials Scholarship - $300
Awarded to a deserving CTE student who may be pursuing a path involving the business
aspect of the trades. The award rotates between AEC and NFEC.
William Willett Scholarship - $500
Awarded to a deserving NFEC Building Trades Student who is pursuing a career in the
building trades.
Look for a complete list of all scholarship and award winners in the June 23 issue of News and
Notes.
Short Hiatus
With the extended weekend coming up, News and Notes will not be issued on May 26, but look
for it on its usual Tuesday release June 2.

